Automotive TFT LCD Display Solution

- **Host Processor**: MSP430 uController
- **FPD-Link III Serializer**: DS90UH925Q-Q1
- **Wide Vin Buck**: LM25011-Q1
- **Battery Input**: 4.5V to 40V
- **24b RGB Video**: FPD-Link III Deserializer DS90UH926Q-Q1
- **Backlight Controller**: LP8860-Q1
- **I2C_IRQ**: I2C
- **Haptic Driver #1**: DRV2667
- **Haptic Driver #2**: DRV2667
- **Ambient Light Sensor**: OPT3001
- **Ambient Light Sensor**: OPT3001
- **Capacitive Touch Screen**: Up to 4 strings @ 150ma
- **Capacitive Touch Screen**: Up to 4 strings @ 150ma
- **LP8860-Q1**: Light Proportional to Ambient Light
- **TS3USB221**: TPS22965-Q1
- **NTC Resistors**: 3.3V VDD
- **NTC Resistors**: 3.3V VDD
- **3.3V VCC_LCD**: SAT0059, Automotive Touchscreen
- **3.3V VCC_LCD**: SAT0059, Automotive Touchscreen
- **3.3V VDD**: SAT0096, LCD Interface
Net Ties allow Altium to tie two nets together without renaming them.
Texas Instruments does not warrant that this design will meet the specifications, will be suitable for your application or fit for any particular purpose, or will operate in an implementation. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant the accuracy or completeness of this specification or any information contained therein. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that the design is production worthy. You should independently validate and test your design implementation to confirm the system functionality for your application.
When S is high, 2D is connected to D
Installing these jumpers bypasses the I2C master in the MSP430, but allows it to still function as an I2C slave
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